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Originally designed for STAR TREK III, Nilo Rodis’ rejected
concept was later seen in STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION.
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DESIGNING THE

U.S.S. EXCELSIOR
Before the Excelsior made its debut on screen, ILM built a series of study
models, all of which would eventually become canon.

T

he U.S.S. Excelsior could have
looked very different. The script for

STAR TREK III made it clear that it

half a dozen alternative designs.
All of these designs kept the basic

propositions and adding additional
warp nacelles to give the impression

elements that were so familiar from

that it was more powerful. The sketch

was meant to be a far more advanced

the Enterprise. As Rodis said, “I didn’t

that he labelled “Excelsior design #2’

starship than the Enterprise that would

want to go leaping very far into the

shows an assembly with four warp

steal its thunder and represented the

future. I just wanted a newer model. I

nacelles at the rear of the ship behind

next leap forward in starship design. The

made sure that it was still designed and

the saucer.

process of creating this revolutionary

manufactured by the same people

new ship began with ILM’s visual effects

using the same tools.”

art director Nilo Rodis, who produced
a series of sketches. There were at least
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Rodis’ sketches show that he was
looking at stretching the Enterprise’s

Once Rodis had completed his
designs, he passed them on to the ILM
model shop, where Bill George built
study models of them. His model of this
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BEHIND THE SCENES

 Nilo Rodis's orginal
sketch for the model,
labelled 'Excelsior
Design #2'.

 The model’s only
onsreen appearance
in ‘Unification, Part I’.

design followed Rodis’s sketch very

had designed on his own, which didn’t

II shipyards, for 'Unification, Part I', they

closely. The study model had many of

appear in any of Rodis’s sketches.

scavenged all the models they could.

the elements that would appear on the

The study models eventually

Consequently, Rodis’s original designs

final version of the ship, in particular the

ended up in the STAR TREK: THE NEXT

made their debut on screen, albeit in

shape and colour of the bridge module

GENERATION art department. Since they

such a fleeting way that they could

and the upper decks of the saucer.

had never been intended for filming,

barely be seen. As a result this study

they lacked the kind of detail that was

model became part of the STAR TREK

only chose the final design once the

needed for close up work. However,

canon, even though it has never been

models were complete. When it came

when the visual effects team needed

given an official class, name or registry

to it, he chose a design that Bill George

to show some wreckage in the Qualor

number.

STAR TREK III’s director, Leonard Nimoy,

 Bill George's original study model which was used in 'Unifcation, Part I'.
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THE GREAT

EXPERIMENT

The late, great Leonard Nimoy had never directed for the big screen
before STAR TREK III: THE SEARCH FOR SPOCK, in which he also acted.
In this 2002 archive interview, he looks back on making the movie.
 Above: Leonard Nimoy
as Spock in the closing
moments of STAR TREK
III. Right: Nimoy directs
George Takei (Sulu) on
the same soundstage.

B

y 1983, Leonard Nimoy was convinced

“I felt I could offer some things that hadn’t

that he had more to offer STAR TREK. He

been examined in the previous two films,” he

had played the part of Spock for nearly

remembers. “The first movie was really about the

20 years, and – even though his alter ego had

ship; the second movie was more about the

died at the end of STAR TREK II: THE WRATH OF

battle between Kirk and Khan. Now, I really felt

KHAN – he could still see new territory to explore.

that there was room for an ensemble piece about

But it was more than that: Nimoy knew he had

the group and what they were willing to do to

an understanding of STAR TREK few others could

help one of their own.”

equal. He also knew that Paramount needed
a director for STAR TREK III, so when the studio

OPERATIC VISION

approached him about acting in the movie, he

Nimoy had to convince the studio that he was

made them a proposal: promote from within and

more than just an actor who wanted to play at

make him the director.

directing. He hadn’t helmed a feature film before,
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LEONARD NIMOY

but he had directed in the theater and for
television, so he could demonstrate that he had
the skills. What he had to do was to show the
studio executives that he also had the vision. He
remembers he told them: “I want it operatic: fire
and storm, snow and wind, life and death.
Loyalty, salvation, resurrection!”
Nimoy also believed that the heart of a good

TREK movie wasn’t visual effects, but the
relationships between the characters. “The series
was very strong on stories about our characters,”
he says, “and there was a very simple, economical
reason for that: the actors were paid for. No matter
how many lines of dialogue you gave them, or how
many scenes you gave them to play in, the price
was the same. If you had to create more sets or
special effects, it was costly and there was no
money for that. So the stories were about us and

the people. It had a heart to it. Those were the

our experiences.

things that I wanted to focus on. Those kinds of

“The first movie had not been about us, but

issues about the camaraderie, about the team

the second movie was. It was Khan back for

work, about the loyalty, which I felt had been

revenge against Kirk, so it became a personal

lost in the first movie.”

p Revisited at the start of
STAR TREK III, the death
of Spock in STAR TREK II
was not a way to be rid of
the character, according
to Nimoy himself.

story. Then [at the end of STAR TREK II], Spock
had died, so STAR TREK III is a personal story, too.

FINDING THE STORY

How can Kirk and his friends and his crew come

Eisner gave Nimoy the green light and told him to

back and possibly rescue Spock? It’s a story about

develop a story. His first move was to sit down

 As well as directing and playing Mr. Spock, Nimoy also provided the voice of the U.S.S. Excelsior’s computer in STAR TREK III, credited as ‘Frank Force’.
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LEONARD NIMOY

p The photon torpedo
tube containing Spock’s
body awaits discovery on
the Genesis Planet at the
end of STAR TREK II.

with Harve Bennett, who had been instrumental in
developing the plot for STAR TREK II and was
returning as the new movie’s producer. The two
men worked on the story in tandem, each
making suggestions before Bennett took those
ideas and fashioned them into treatments and a
final script.
According to Nimoy, the story was relatively

of a presence in the movie. For Nimoy, however,

easy to develop. “It’s not as though we sat down

this is not the case. “I thought that, though Spock

and said, ‘Well, gee, what kind of a story shall we

was absent physically, he was also very much a

tell with this STAR TREK movie?’” he remembers. “It

presence in the film, because the story is about

was quite obvious that there had been a thread

saving him.”

laid down at the end of STAR TREK II that had to
be picked up and followed. It was simply a

VISUAL EFFECTS

question of how to make that thread interesting,

One of Nimoy’s first decisions as a director was to

and how to bring the audience along to follow it.”

involve the visual effects specialists Industrial Light

Nimoy was determined that the movie would
show just how deep the bonds were that tied the
crew together.

“We had very talented people at Industrial Light
& Magic and a wonderful exchange of ideas took

“It was essential that we understand that this

place. I had lengthy meetings with them to discuss

group of people were willing to steal the ship, go

concepts, and each meeting brought forth a result

against Federation orders, jeopardize their careers

or solved some kind of problem. Some dealt with

– and possibly their lives – because of this outside,

matte shots, which were needed to establish large

slim chance that Spock might be rescuable,” he

landscapes that we were not able to accomplish

explains. “I think the key moment is when Kirk

physically on stage. I had meetings with them to

has been instructed not to go – that Genesis is

discuss the creation of the Klingon bird-of-prey, in

a forbidden planet. His group says to him, ‘What

which I actually demonstrated with my arms how

are going to do, Captain?’ And he says, ‘The

the wings should be! Within half an hour someone

word is no, but we’re going anyway.’ That was

from their model shop brought me a manifestation

key. That harkens back to the best of the series.”

of what I had described, so we could make our

Given Nimoy’s devotion to the characters, it is
perhaps surprising that Spock himself isn’t more
12

& Magic (ILM) at a very early stage.

modifications on that.”
Nimoy’s brief to ILM was the same as it was to

ARCHIVE INTERVIEW
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everyone else.
“As I said from the beginning, I was concerned

the sets,” Nimoy admits today. “Some of them
were extremely restrictive and underdeveloped,

that there should be a grand opera feeling about

resulting in a very confined atmosphere, but in

this film. The emotions should be very large: the

some ways that worked for us. The foliage exterior

atmospheric conditions, the circumstances, the

of the planet – where we find Spock’s tube – was

music, should all be very grand and operatic.

extremely limited. In the set piece where Kirk and

And it was, thanks to the photography and the

crew are fighting, Christopher Lloyd is on a piece

music and the sturm und drang going on.”

of precipice that breaks away. If you look closely,
when it breaks, you can actually see where the

p Exploring the bonds
that exist between the
crew was key to Nimoy’s
take on STAR TREK.

q Nimoy studies concept
art by ILM, including two
very different takes on the
U.S.S. Excelsior.

BUDGET RESTRICTIONS
Nimoy acknowledges wryly, however, that all
of this had to be done on a very tight budget.
“If there were any difficulties, they were budget
limitations,” he says. “We were on a very, very
limited budget on STAR TREK III. The studio belief
was that the third in a series of films will do 25%
less business than the second in the series. That
is the mythos of studio accounting. I was quite
convinced that would not be the case, and it
turned out not to be. But that was the formula
that they were projecting, and therefore the
budget was extremely tight. But we managed.”
The aspect of production most affected by
the limited budget was set construction.
“I would have liked a little bit more room in
13
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 Top: Nimoy holds his
feet to the flames on the
Genesis Planet set. Top
center: Nimoy (seated,
center) with Robin Curtis
(Saavik) and Merritt
Butrick (David Marcus) on
the same set. Top right:
Flames obscure what
Nimoy saw as the
shortcomings of the set
as Kirk and Kruge fight.

pre-farbication is. It’s so obvious to me! We tried

the way he was, gave him a certain amount

to cover it with a burst of computer-generated

of ominous power. I tried to make use of it all

flame, but those were the limited circumstances

to the best of my ability.”

we were dealing with.
“The bridge of the Klingon ship was also very

In hindsight, Nimoy is philosophical about the
restrictions caused by the budget. “What it all

confined. That was a redress of something else;

comes back to is the story working,” he says. “If

I forget what. The gentlemen who were sitting

the story works, then all these other issues – about

down below, if they had had to get out quickly

budget and schedule and what have you – don’t

for any reason, would have been all over each

take precedence, even though they are

other. They were absolutely jammed into those

important. You can have the biggest budget in

chairs! However, at the same time, it achieved

the world, but – as has been proven time and

a certain kind of claustrophobia, which added

time again – if the story doesn’t work, it’s useless. I

some element of menace to the Klingons. I got

was fortunate in having a story that worked.”

in tighter and tighter with the camera as I went
along. There are some moments where I’m in

MEMORABLE MOMENT

their noses – particularly in Christopher Lloyd’s

ILM was also responsible for one of the movie’s

case. And the fact that he was elevated in

most memorable moments – the self-destruction

u Left to right, the
Merchantman; the U.S.S.
Grissom; and the U.S.S.
Excelsior, grinding to a
halt outside Spacedock.
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comfortable that one of them was now in control.
“I was quite surprised to discover that I was
sort of on trial with the regular cast,” Nimoy says.
“They really weren’t quite sure what to expect.
Did I know how to do the job? And, if so, what
was my relationship going to be with them? One
of your own steps out of line and becomes the
boss? There was some concern about that, but
we got past that – after a testing period.”
Today, Nimoy is convinced there is a simple
reason why he was able to overcome the cast’s
reservations. “I gave them the dignity that they
deserve,” he says. “They were long-standing
professional people, who were very, very much
part of the success of the entire franchise, and
they deserved the dignity of that position. I gave
it to them, and I think they recognized that.
of the Enterprise. “Destroying the Enterprise was a

“To this day, I think Deforest Kelley [Dr. McCoy]

big moment,” Nimoy says. “The size of it, the

and Bill did great work. As actors we just fell

scope of it. We didn’t have big sets, but we had

naturally into the core of each scene, knowing

big ideas: the resurrection of Spock and the

what had to be done to make them sparkle.

destruction of the Enterprise.”

Audiences loved that relationship.”

Nimoy’s relative lack of directorial experience
also meant that he was under a certain degree

NEW FACES

of pressure. “I had done some television but never

Nimoy was equally pleased with the guest cast he

film. There was a tight hold on me, and people

was able to assemble for the film. The biggest role

around me with more producing and directing

was the Klingon commander Kruge, played by

experience than I had. I was being very closely

Christopher Lloyd. “I think he is a brilliant actor,”

supervised. Every day, those people would come

enthuses Nimoy. “I thought he was quite

down and ask me to describe, explain and justify

wonderful in One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest.”

every little thing I had in mind.”

However, Lloyd had yet to break through as a

Today, Nimoy’s cast-mates will all tell you that he
was one of the best directors they had. But they will
also admit that – at first – they weren’t entirely

major movie actor, so it was not a foregone
conclusion that he would win the role.
“There was some concern at the studio that he

15
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 Kirk experiences a
life-changing moment
when he learns of the
death of his son.

was limited to what he had done on Taxi,” Nimoy

he explains. “I was looking for an actress who

remembers. ”Could he be this commanding

could fill this slot. I was very pleased to find Robin

authority figure that Kruge had to be? I thought

Curtis, who I thought had a sense of containment,

he did it brilliantly. He’s a chameleon.”

but at the same time you could see there was

The other major role that had to be cast was
q Nimoy directs William
Shatner on the Genesis
Planet set, while Robin
Curtis (Saavik) waits for
her Vulcan makeup to
be touched up.

Saavik, who had been played by Kirstie Alley

an inner light going on.”
Nimoy was very happy that, for STAR TREK III, he

in STAR TREK II. The studio did ask her back, but

was able to spend most of his time behind the

negotiations broke down. “I think it was clear to

camera.

us that we wanted to continue the Saavik idea
because of her potential relationship with Spock,”

“The days when I had to perform as Spock were
very difficult for me,” he admits. “The character is
demanding and I didn’t like jumping in. You have
to get into a certain mental condition in order to
do it justice. There was this very energetic person
in me that was jumping around, creating ideas for
how the scene should play. Then I had to step in
front of the camera, erase all that, and become
Spock.”
This wasn’t the only problem with directing the
movie while also playing a Vulcan, either. “The
makeup is a two-hour commitment,” Nimoy says.
“If the director had to be at work at 7am, I had
to deliver myself to the makeup chair at 5am,
because that had to be done before I started
working. There was no time during the course
of the day when I could get to the makeup
department, so it added two hours to what was
always a very long day anyway.”
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t Christopher Lloyd as
Commander Kruge, with
his “jammed in” Klingon
crew all around him.

MAKING CHANGES
Once filming was complete, Nimoy moved into
the editing suite, where he spent weeks making
his final cut of the movie. At this point, he recalls,
it became clear to him that there was a better
way of playing one particular sequence.
“Everything we had shot worked quite well,” he
says, “except that, as written, the adventures of
the group getting ready to leave Earth, stealing
the ship, and so forth was done in short, staccato
bursts – we would cut away to other activities that
were going on simultaneously. When we started
t Lloyd and Nimoy on
the Genesis Planet set.

to put it together, I felt that interrupted the flow
of it. So, we just glued some pieces together and
told more of one story in a single chunk, and then
more of the other.”

Having proved himself as a director, Nimoy
knew that he could do even more with STAR TREK.
“Now I was given free rein,” he smiles, “I had an

A NEW CHAPTER

opportunity to express some of the things I had

Before the movie opened, Niomy recalls, that he

wanted to deal with for a long time. I knew what

was summoned before the studio bosses. “I was

the story should entail as far as the characters

called to the Paramount administration building,”

were concerned. Spock was alive, but with very

he says. “My key contact at the studio was Jeffrey

little consciousness operating. At the end of STAR

Katzenberg, who worked with Michael Eisner. He

TREK III, he’d managed to eke out a few words,

called me to his office and said: ‘We’d like you to

but that wasn’t the Spock we’d come to know

direct the next movie.’ I’ll never forget how he put

and enjoy.” And so, in Nimoy’s capable hands,

it. ‘The training wheels are off,’ he told me. ‘We

the great experiment had been a success –

want your vision. Give us your STAR TREK.’”

and the adventure continued...
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APPEARANCES

EXCELSIOR CONCEPT
NCC-1701-D

ON SCREEN

TRIVIA
Other models visible at Surplus Depot Z15
include: pre-wrecked Starfleet ships built
for the Battle of Wolf 359 in TNG’s ‘The Best
Of Both Worlds Part II’; one of Bill George’s
study models of Spacedock from STAR TREK
III; the Miranda-class U.S.S. Reliant model
from STAR TREK II; a Talarian warship from
TNG’s ‘Suddenly Human’, partly built from
a Star Wars Imperial Star Destroyer model;
and Ken Adam and Ralph McQuarrie’s U.S.S.
Enterprise concept model from the unmade
STAR TREK: Planet of Titans project.

FIRST APPEARANCE:

‘UNIFICATION I’ (TNG)

TV APPEARANCES:

STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION

DESIGNED BY:

Nilo Rodis-Jamero

KEY APPEARANCE
STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION
‘Unification, Part I’

Designed by Nilo Rodis-Jamero of
Industrial Light & Magic, and built by his

It is appropriate that the study models

colleague Bill George, three Excelsior

for the U.S.S. Excelsior make their only

study models appear in ‘Unification’. All

on-screen appearance in a two-part

feature in the surplus depot scenes, as

NEXT GENERATION adventure focused

part of a sea of scrapped ships hanging

on a search for Spock. While Picard and

dead in space. Two versions with four

Data seek the missing Vulcan (now an

warp nacelles each can be glimpsed in

ambassador) on the planet Romulus,

‘Unification I’, while a very flat version

Riker takes the Enterprise-D to Surplus

with two warp nacelles appears briefly

Depot Z15, on a mission to locate the

in ‘Unification II’. None of the models is

Vulcan shuttle T’Pau. Both Spock and

named or referenced in the episodes,

the shuttle are embroiled in a Romulan

and they were not meant to represent

plot to invade the planet Vulcan, and

specific vessels or classes of starship. In

the famous former Starfleet officer must

the image above, the more prominent

join forces with a new Enterprise crew

of the two four-nacelled designs can

in order to save his homeworld.

be seen near the center of the shot.

18

Nilo Rodis-Jamero has cited the X-wing
starfighter from the Star Wars film series as
a major influence on his design style. Like
the X-wing, his four-nacelle Excelsior was
designed to have ‘variable geometry’ – in
other words, engine pylons that changed
position from an ‘X’ shape while at warp
(as shown in Bill George’s model, above)
to a flat configuration when stationary (as
seen in Rodis-Jamero’s concept sketch of
the ship in Spacedock, below). It was not
until STAR TREK: VOYAGER that we saw a
Starfleet vessel with variable geometry, but
Rodis-Jamero did work the concept into
STAR TREK III, with the adjustable wings
of the Klingon bird-of-prey.
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DEVORE

WARSHIP
Inside your magazine

EVERY
TWO WEEKS
AT YOUR
RETAILER

In-depth profile of the Devore Warship,
which patrolled Imperium space,
encountered by the U.S.S. Voyager on
its journey to the Alpha Quadrant.
Designer Brandon MacDougall reveals
his inspiration for the creation of the
Devore Warship.
A look behind the scenes at the
making of ‘Counterpoint’.
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